Introduction
The Struggle for Black Equality

There is not even a common language when the term “equality” is used. Negro and white have a fundamentally different definition. Negroes have proceeded from a premise that equality means what it says…. But most whites in America… proceed from a premise that equality is a loose expression for improvement. White America is not even psychologically organized to close the gap—essentially it seeks only to retain it.

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

How could all of the blood, all of the courage, and all of the martyrs of the Civil Rights Movement still leave in its wake a nation where schools are more segregated than ever, where more than half of all black children live in poverty, and where the life expectancy of African Americans has actually declined? And how could a movement with so much promise still leave more than six million African Americans trapped and dying in the “underclass”? The answer lies, I believe, not so much in the well-documented struggle for civil rights, but in the little known, but infinitely more important, struggle for human rights. For too long, civil rights has been heralded as the “prize” for black equality. Yet, those rights, no
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matter how bitterly fought for, could only speak to the overt political and legal discrimination that African Americans faced. Human rights, on the other hand, especially as articulated by the United Nations (UN) and influenced by the moral shock of the Holocaust, had the language and philosophical power to address not only the political and legal inequality that African Americans endured, but also the education, health care, housing, and employment needs that haunted the black community.

In fact, toward the end of the Second World War, the African American leadership, led by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), had already decided that only human rights could repair the damage that more than three centuries of slavery, Jim Crow, and racism had done to the African American community. Civil rights, no matter how noble, could only maintain the gap. The NAACP, therefore, marshaled its resources—including a war chest of more than one million dollars, nearly 500,000 members, and access to power brokers throughout the world—to make human rights the standard for equality. Although there were other African American organizations contributing to this effort, including the black Left, none of them had the credibility, the money, and the influence to make human rights the agenda in the struggle for black equality. Only the NAACP could do that. Yet, even with all its clout and prestige, the Association recognized that it could not singlehandedly alter the trajectory of America’s sordid racial history.

The NAACP, therefore, forged important, but ultimately flawed, alliances with Eleanor Roosevelt and Harry S Truman to aid in the struggle for African Americans’ human rights. Yet, whereas Roosevelt and Truman were clearly committed to some measure of civil rights, they were both unable and unprepared to fight for a world that embraced full equality for African Americans. Truman was emphatic. “‘I wish to make clear,’” he told a group of black Democrats, “‘that I am not appealing for social equality for the Negro. The Negro himself knows better than that, and the highest type of black Democrats, ‘that I am not appealing for social equality for the Negro. The Negro himself knows better than that, and the highest type of Negro leaders say quite frankly that they prefer the society of their own people. Negroes want justice, not social equality.’”
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With this narrow philosophical framework, Truman set out to implement his vision of equality for the black community. He issued executive orders to desegregate the federal bureaucracy and the military. He commissioned a study on the status of civil rights in the United States. He also had the Justice Department support a range of desegregation cases winding through the court system. And although this was an impressive start, especially compared with the sluggish civil rights efforts of Franklin Roosevelt and Dwight Eisenhower, Truman’s efforts did not even come close to what needed to be done. Instead, it becomes evident that he often engaged in the politics of symbolic equality—executive orders issued with little or no funding to finance the endeavor; powerless commissions created to once again study “the Negro problem” and give the aura of action; and directives issued from on high with no enforcement mechanism and no serious repercussions for noncompliance.

Similarly, although scholars and admirers speak glowingly about Eleanor Roosevelt’s unstinting support for African American equality, she, too, was one of the masters of symbolic equality. The stories of her battles to allow Marian Anderson to sing at the Lincoln Memorial, coupled with her act of racial defiance in a Southern Jim Crow theater, cemented Roosevelt’s reputation as “a friend of the Negro.” A closer examination of her actions in the UN and the repercussions of those actions for the black community, however, reveal a very different story. Thus, in her role as chair of the UN Commission on Human Rights, although she sympathized with the plight of African Americans, she was even more responsive to the public relations exigencies of the Cold War, which called for sanitizing and camouflaging the reality of America’s Jim Crow democracy. She, therefore, joined with Texas Senator Tom Connally and others in an attempt to thwart a complaint to the UN charging South Africa with racial discrimination and systematic human rights violations. Roosevelt, Connally, and the other members of the U.S. delegation voiced strong concerns that, if the complaint succeeded, it would set a dangerous precedent that could ultimately lead to the United Nations investigating the condition of “negroes in Alabama.”


Eyes Off the Prize

Roosevelt also used her chairmanship and influence to manipulate the human rights treaties in ways that would shield the United States from UN scrutiny and assuage the powerful Southern Democrats, who “were afraid” that the UN’s treaties just “might affect the Colored question.” After all, the senators from Georgia and Texas railed, those treaties were nothing more than a “back-door method of enacting federal anti-lynching legislation.” Mrs. Roosevelt, therefore, fought for the insertion of a clause in the Covenant on Human Rights that would allow states that were in a federal system, such as Georgia, to disregard the treaty completely. Mrs. Roosevelt explained the benefits of this federal–state clause to a skeptical Southern audience as she promised that, even with a Covenant on Human Rights, the federal government would never interfere in “murder cases,” investigate concerns over “fair trials,” or insist on “the right to education.” In essence, Eleanor Roosevelt had just assured the Dixiecrats that the sacred troika of lynching, Southern Justice, and Jim Crow schools would remain untouched, even with an international treaty to safeguard human rights. Obviously, then, although the United States was willing to use the rhetoric of human rights to bludgeon the Soviet Union and play the politics of moral outrage that the Holocaust engendered, the federal government, even the liberals, steadfastly refused to make human rights a viable force in the United States or in international practice.
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The international struggle for African Americans’ human rights thus became entangled in the entrenched power of the Southern Democrats and the shallowness of white liberal commitment to black equality. The struggle was ultimately destroyed, however, by the Cold War and the anti-Communist witch hunts, which compromised the integrity of the black leadership, twisted the definition of human rights into the hammer and sickle, and forced the NAACP to take its eyes off the prize of human rights.

Mary Dudziak, Michael Krenn, and Thomas Borstlemann have ably demonstrated how the Cold War muddied U.S. foreign policy and compelled the federal government to make several grudging but key concessions on the civil rights front to quell mounting international criticism. The Cold War, however, affected much more than the federal government’s half-hearted, but necessary, response to black inequality.

The Cold War also systematically eliminated human rights as a viable option for the mainstream African American leadership. During the McCarthy era, human rights and the United Nations became synonymous with the Kremlin and the Soviet-led subversion of American democracy. The Southern Democrats and isolationist Republicans joined together and denounced rights, such as housing and health care, as foreign to all liberty-loving Americans and inspired by the scourge of Marxist dogma. Although the right wing’s anti-Communist fulminations were to be expected, elements of those basic sentiments were shared across the ideological spectrum. Eleanor Roosevelt, for example, also made the political distinction between the revered political and legal rights emanating from Western thought, such as the right to free speech, and the untried, untested, and unwashed economic and social rights that seemed so dear to the Soviets and other communists. Truman and his advisors agreed and tried desperately to rein in or at least neutralize the UN’s human rights.


rights initiatives and to supplant the international community’s expansive definition of human rights with one that included only a small number of political and legal rights.

As bad as this situation was, it got decisively worse when the Eisenhower administration came to power in 1953. With no firm commitment to either the UN, human rights, or African Americans and pressured by the right wing to jettison all of the covenants on human rights or risk the Damocles’ sword of the Bricker Amendment, which would have turned the president into a mere figurehead, Eisenhower and his secretary of state, John Foster Dulles, eagerly announced that the United States had decided to abandon the human rights declarations and treaties altogether, because, in addition to being impractical, those treaties harbored communist ideas and were a direct threat to the basic liberties protected by the Constitution.

With the presidents, the Senate, and even some liberals identifying the economic and social rights provisions of the UN’s treaties as a “Soviet Trojan Horse,” the foundation for true black equality was now roundly repudiated as subversive, communist, and even treasonous. The NAACP was caught. To push further for human rights was to risk all of the dangers that being labeled a “communist front” entailed. Moreover, because a fight for human rights exposed the depths of America’s flawed democracy to the world, it also served as a ready-made propaganda weapon for the Kremlin, which, when wielded, would then only reaffirm the insidious allegations about the NAACP’s communist bent. On the other hand, to jettison human rights was to leave the black community with only the hope of civil rights, which the NAACP’s own analysis made clear was not enough to rectify the destruction that centuries of human rights violations had caused. As wholly inadequate as civil rights may have been, however, they carried the protection of being firmly rooted in American tradition and the Bill of Rights.

The NAACP clearly stood at the proverbial crossroads. Pressured by the image-conscious demands of the Cold War; hounded by white liberal allies to turn toward more traditional, pragmatic goals; thrown off course by internal dissension and power plays; distracted by battles with the Communist Party, USA; chastened by the telling example that the U.S. government was making of the black Left; and hopeful that its legal strategy would be more than enough to bring about equality, the NAACP opted to reincarnate itself as an “American organization” and retreat from the struggle for human rights.

The results were devastating. The fight for black equality was now limited to the narrowly confined, traditional arena of political rights and the “Soviet-tainted” goal of economic and social rights—even though essential for true black equality—was overtly removed from the NAACP’s agenda. And because the African American Left was destroyed by its own strategic blunders and the McCarthy witch hunts, there was no countervailing force, no matter how small, to balance the NAACP’s forced retreat. The remaining black leadership could therefore only envision a civil rights, not a human rights, movement and would soon discover that blacks in the northern slums could not be freed by hymns, protest marches, or Supreme Court decisions. This would be one of the most tragic, but not yet explored, legacies of the Cold War. Until now.
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Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will.
Frederick Douglass

War loomed. This time, however, African Americans were determined that there would be no repeat performance of the First World War’s broken promises. As they well knew, and as Walter White, executive secretary of the NAACP, reminded them, their only “reward” for postponing the fight for equality in 1917 was to be “lynched and even burned at the stake” in 1919. Hardened by the “bitter green” memories of that betrayal, White vowed that during the Second World War, African Americans would not back down “one iota” from their demands for full equality. That trenchant spirit led labor leader A. Philip Randolph to announce that “American democracy is a failure. It is a miserable failure.” Instead of constitutional rights and guarantees, Randolph asserted that African Americans were flogged by Jim Crow and lynching; disfranchised by poll taxes and white primaries; suffocated by “goodwill and a white God”; and
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impoverished by “charity,” when all they wanted was equality – social, political, religious, and economic equality.4

For the black leadership, America’s “limited and racial and divisible democracy” became all the more intolerable as the United States prepared to wage war against the Nazis and the doctrine of white supremacy.5 It was simply incomprehensible to Walter White how the United States could “fight a war for freedom” with a Jim Crow army.6 Nor could he find any rational, sane reason why U.S. military officers would tell “the British . . . that all Negroes have tails, that they are savage, diseased, illiterate and will rape their women” and not expect black soldiers to become “embittered” and question who the real “enemy” was. “It is tragic,” White noted, “that the Civil War should be fought again while we are fighting a World War to save civilization.”7

The arsenal of democracy’s “whites only” hiring policy inspired similar disgust. An NAACP report noted that, “as late as the summer of 1942, only three percent of the people working in war industries were colored. Only when there was virtually no one else to hire” and “almost every other labor source was exhausted” were African Americans even considered.8 As a result, of 29,215 defense contract employees in the New York area, “only 142 were Negroes.” In St. Louis, with a population of more than 100,000 African Americans, 56 defense factories “employed an average of three Negroes” each.9

During the First World War, for the sake of unity, African Americans would tacitly agree to “close ranks,” set aside their “special grievances,” and quietly endure this type of blatant discrimination.10 The Second World War, however, evoked a very different response. Harlem’s
Amsterdam-Star News reported that, unlike the First World War, “now the Negro is showing a ‘democratic upsurge rebellion,’ bordering on open hostility.”11 “Discontent and bitterness,” Walter White asserted, “were growing like wildfire among Negroes all over the country.”12

One White House official warned his colleagues about this firestorm of black resentment. Philleo Nash, an aide in the Office of War Information, remarked that during the last war, African Americans “did not attempt . . . to bargain for economic improvement” and for that display of loyalty they “were hit harder” than anyone else by the Depression. To make matters worse, the economic devastation in the black community had been “accompanied by the rise of white supremacy movements in both North and South.” As a result, the docile, patriotic Negro had vanished. For this war, Nash warned, “Negroes are in a militant and demanding mood.”13
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